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German Steps  

Stage 2: Taking a bus 

Stage 3: Shopping for food 

Get used to German numbers as you find out about the bus service to Berlin Tegel airport and learn 
the cost of a ticket. Then join Andrea in the supermarket as she buys bread rolls, ham and cheese.  

German numbers can appear daunting as they’re such long words. But when you read the 
explanations you’ll see that there is, in fact, a logic to them. Start with the numbers 1-10 and you’ll 
find that these are the basis of bigger numbers. 

 

1   eins  

2   zwei  

3   drei  

4   vier  

5   fünf  

6   sechs  

7   sieben  

8   acht  

9   neun  

10  zehn 

11  elf  

12  zwölf  

13  dreizehn  

14  vierzehn  

15  fünfzehn  

16  sechzehn  

17  siebzehn  

18  achtzehn  

19  neunzehn  

20  zwanzig 

21  einundzwanzig 

22  zweiundzwanzig 

30  dreiβig 

40  vierzig 

50  fünfzig 

60  sechzig 

70  siebzig 

80  achtzig 

90  neunzig 

100 hundert 

Learning hint   

Cut up a piece of card to make ten small tiles. Write the digits 0-9 on them 
and drop them into a small bag or envelope. Without looking, take out a 
tile and say the number. When you’re happy that you know the low 
numbers, take two tiles out and say the two-digit number. If you pick out a 
3 and a 5, first say 35 in German, then 53.  

The German for zero is Null. 

Quiz  

1. Write in figures hundertachtundneunzig. 

2. How do you say ‘18 euros’? 

3. What’s the number 72 in German?  

4. What’s the answer to this sum: zwölf plus neun? 

5. How would you ask for 50 grams of something? 

6. What’s the alternative word for ‘two’, used for clarity? 

Answers on www.bbc.co.uk/languages/german/answers.shtml 
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